
This week, our Y10 GCSE art students visited 
Tate St Ives and the Barbara Hepworth Gardens  
as part of their forthcoming Y11 coursework unit 
based on ‘Concealment’. Fine weather helped 
students capture the larger-than-life bronze 
sculptures situated in her tranquil garden.  
Students used mixed media and challenging 
drawing techniques as part of their first hand 
observations.  They were also intrigued by the 
current exhibition by Ad Minolita which fused 
colour and pattern to create an installation of 
Furries (large toy like models) and fashion. Also, 
Y10 Photography students visited Tremenheere 
Sculpture Garden near Penzance as part of their 
coursework project based on 'Light & Dark'.  
Students were tasked with taking photos of 
textures, shadows, landscapes, close-ups, 
sculptures, and plants whilst capturing unusual 
angles and compositions.
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This activity has been made possible through the Get Back to Culture investment from Cornwall Council. The scheme has been developed by the Culture Team at 
Cornwall Council to help schools to address the lack of cultural experiences for students brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.



Y7 & Y9 students took part in the first Hellfire Kernow Hurling to Goal event held at 
Redruth Rugby club on Saturday 28 May. Along with the players, enthusiastic crew 
captains, marvellous makers and participants (not to mention everyone who came 
to watch and support) the day was thoroughly enjoyed by all and a great success! 

Hellfire Kernow



Some of our Year 8 boys have been 
representing Cornwall in the Cornwall 
Youth Football Select 
Germany/Holland tour.  
They have recently had an amazing 
week of football with the climax of 
the tour when four U13’s teams and 
an U15 team competed in the 3 day 
Ibbenburen International Tournament 
in Germany .  
Sam H, Mason W and Jay J were 
selected, Sam and Jay played in the 
Cornwall Wolves and Mason played in 
the Cornwall Hawks. They all played 
amazingly during the group stages, 
topping their groups, with the Wolves 
and Hawks joined by the Cornwall 
Vipers in the semi finals on the third 
day of the tournament.  
All three Redruth boys made it to the final which led to a very tense match 
between the Wolves and the Hawks, won by the Cornwall Wolves by a single goal 
in extra time! What an amazing experience for them all, big thanks to Cornwall 
Football Youth Select for organising such an amazing tour. Well done Sam, Mason 
and Jay!
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Young Journalist 
Competition

Two of our MABLE students 
received certificates this week 
to confirm their entry into a 
competion. Mina C and Connie A 
recently entered the Day Global 
young journalist competetion. 
The next stage is a virtual 
award ceremony on Friday 17 
June where the girls will find out 
if they have been successful!

This week, Year 7s learnt about atoms, elements, mixtures and the 
periodic table. Students got to see some examples of different elements, 
including kryton (copper chloride crystals) which is associated with 
Supermans fictional homeland. Also, radium (flourociene)was passed 
around, commenly known for its appearance in the Simpsons!
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